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Abstract: The project of the voluntary distributed computing NetMax@home on the BOINC platform was developed. At a project definition phase to public access some features of functioning of the project were revealed. Determination of replication parameters and modification of the application allowed to achieve increase of efficiency of calculations in the project.
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1. Introduction
Use of supercomputers imposes serious financial obligations on researchers as it is necessary to buy time of high-performance cloud system or to buy the supercomputer, and also to organize and support supercomputer infrastructure. In this regard the concept of the distributed computing and use of grid-systems can solve a problem with big computing complexity and do without essential financial expenses.

The BOINC platform (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) is an open non-commercial software for the organization of the voluntary distributed computing on personal computers. BOINC has client-server architecture and consists of client part and server. Is a universal platform for calculations in various areas of science (mathematics, molecular biology, medicine, astrophysics, telecommunications, etc.) . The client part can be established on all widespread operating systems: Microsoft Windows, Linux, Mac OS, Solaris, FreeBSD, etc. The server part is intended for management of the project – the distributed computing on a certain computing task. Projects of the distributed computing on bases of the BOINC platform share on 2 types:

1. public projects with participation of volunteers;
2. closed (internal) projects with use of the available computing means.

Features of control of parameters of public projects of the voluntary distributed computing will be considered further.

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem

The mathematical model of functioning of a telecommunication network is developed [1, 2]. Application for simulation of mathematical modelling of the functioning of a telecommunication networks was created. Using the application and analysis of results revealed that need a large quantity of experiments with different sets of parameters of the initial network. In view of the large number of similar calculations with different initial parameters to reduce the time a series of experiments distributed version of the application was developed.

Use of the international project of the voluntary distributed computing NetMax@home allowed to involve a large number of computing capacities [3]. Despite successful carrying out preliminary numerical experiment, the following general restrictions were revealed:

* heterogeneity of nodes of the distributed system, and as a result different speed of calculation;
* autonomy of calculations on various nodes;
* changeable time of continuous work of nodes and impossibility of calculation of long tasks;
* impossibility of continuous coordination of computing between nodes;
* existence of mistakes and delays at calculations;
* need of fine control of system of load balancing.

Owing to these restrictions, and also rather big time of performance of some subtasks on nodes (till 30-40 hours) efficiency of use of computing nodes decreased [3, 4].

Correctly picked up parameters: the quantity of tasks and number of computing knots which one task is given, are capable to reduce considerably time of calculation and to increase quantity of successfully complete tasks.

3. Solution of the examined problem
To determine some parameters of load balancing system (tasks sending system) in the project of the voluntary distributed computing it was decided to carry out mathematical modelling of process of task send to nodes of grid-system. In order that mathematical modelling was most approached to the real working systems, data from the international projects of the distributed computing of Gerasim@home [5], SAT@home [6], NetMax@home [3] were used.

Correctly picked up parameters of load balancing system and parameters of replication are capable to reduce considerably time of calculation and to increase quantity of successfully complete tasks [7, 8]. When carrying out experiments the problem of emergence of "tails" (Fig. 1) when the remained small amount of tasks calculate too long time of rather general time of calculation of tasks was revealed.

![Fig. 1. "Tail" of calculation.](image)

When modelling the following parameters were considered: number of users (computing nodes), an interval of time of performance of one task, and also percent of refusal (error) when performing a task, number of initial copies of one task. The percent of refusal is set by sigmoidal function $F(t)$ of increase in percent of refusal depending on time of processing of a task. The interval of
time of calculation of each task is normally distributed random variable. Refusal function:

\[ F(t) = a_0 + \frac{(1 - a_0)a_3}{1 + \exp(-(t - a_2)a_1)} \]  

where \(a_0\) – basic percent of refusal of performance of a task, \(a_1\) – depends on an interval of values of duration of performance of tasks.

On the basis of data on primary numerical experiment in the NetMax@home project parameters of function of refusal were determined as \(a_0=0.15; a_1=0.7; a_2=1; a_3=10\).

### 4. Results and discussion

Increase of computing power of grid-system possible in two ways:
1. Increase of efficiency of the existing nodes;
2. Increase in quantity of computing nodes.

Increase of efficiency of use of the existing nodes of grid-system was realized by selection of parameters of the project. During modelling of delivery of tasks to nodes of grid-system it was found out that length of "tail" makes to 15%.

As a result of processing of results of mathematical modelling, and also the conducted research [9] were defined: interval of values of duration of tasks (from 0.5 to 6 hours) and limit value of parameter of initial replication (3 copies). Use of values of parameter of initial replication more than 3 didn't give increase in successfully performed tasks more than for 3%, however reduced efficiency of grid-system not less than by 25%.

The second way of increase of computing power of grid-system was realized by means of the following measures:
- the publication of new information on the project site;
- support of existence of a large number of the tasks ready to be sent;
- providing feedback with administration of the project;
- existence of checkpoints when performing tasks on computing nodes.

Modification of the application according to the revealed features was required. It is possible to carry a preliminary estimate of time of calculation of a separate task, formation of results of calculations of a certain size, desirable use of checkpoints. After a stage of testing planning of experiment was corrected and a number of steps for acceleration of computation of a totality of tasks of experiment were undertaken.

Modification of the application allowed to achieve increase of efficiency of calculations in the project of the voluntary distributed computing NetMax@home.

### 5. Conclusion

Control of parameters of the project of the voluntary distributed computing allows to increase not only number of volunteers (computing nodes), but also to increase efficiency of use of the existing computing nodes. It should be taken into account that each project of the voluntary distributed computing has features which have strong impact on control of parameters.

Determination of parameters of load balancing system and replication allowed to reduce computing complexity of experiments, to reduce time of calculation of "tail" and to increase efficiency of grid-system.
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